
Swimming Timing 

How does the timing system in swimming work? 

3 times are usually recorded at every swim meet, these are: 

The Primary Time – The touch pad  

 

 

The Secondary Time – The backup button 

 

 

 

The Backup Time – The stopwatches 

 

 

When the swimmer touches the touch pad the time is shown on the scoreboard, 
when all swimmers have finished this time maybe adjusted. 

 

However this time should never be taken as the swimmers official finish time. 
WHY? 

Often swimmers, particularly very young swimmers, do not hit the touchpad hard 
enough to register a time. Sometimes they hit it twice and their second touch is 
harder than their first.  

The touch pad may malfunction.  



If the race required a turn often the swimmers do not touch the wall hard enough to 
register a turn and the touch pad still believes the race is continuing and therefore 
does not stop recording the time.  

How then is the official time recorded? 

 As soon as the swimmer passes under the flags and enters the final 5m of the pool, a 
timekeeper will stand looking over the wall, as soon as they see the swimmer touch 
the touchpad they will press the backup button and their stop watch.  

 

 

The time from the touch pad and the backup button pass to the swimming 
computer, known as system 6.  

Once all lanes have finished the operator will confirm the race is 
completed. It is the job of the operator to confirm the finish 
order according to the touch pads with what they have 

observed. In national level meets this will be verified by the placing judge. 

System 6 will identity if there was a problem – such as the swimmer not touching the 
pad hard enough, or completing enough turns. If this happens the operator must 
indicate the race has finished. Both the touch pad time and the backup button time 
transfer to another computer running a swimming program call Meet Manager.  
Another operator will be running this.  



 

Meet Manager is the same program that is used to run all swim meets all over the 
world (including the Olympic Games!). Meet Manager has a special formula to 
calculate which time is more accurate – the touch pad or the back up button.  

 

 

 

Any time that is 0.5s outside of the touchpad time is highlighted in pink. If this 
happens the operator compares, the touch pad time, the back up button time and 
the timekeeper times, in an official swim meet – there are 3 timekeepers, this means a 
total of 5 times are recorded! 

 



 

The times displayed on Meet Mobile are the times from the touch pads, if these are 
incorrect, Meet Mobile will be incorrect. As the official times are confirmed this will 
automatically update to Meet Mobile. 

 

Which results are the correct results? 

The only results that can be used for awards, placing or protest are the paper printed 
results. These are published with 
a time in the right hand corner: 

The head coach has 30 minutes 
from the publication of the 
paper results to launch a 
protest, should they believe the 
official results are incorrect.  


